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Amsterdam,20 december 1987

to Dr. George T. F. Yao Newport Beach, CA 92663, U.S.A.

Dear George,
It was a colleague, who brought me in contact with the pulsors one and 

a half year ago. I am a medical doctor with a large practice in the centre 
of Amsterdam city for eleven years.
My wife is a very sensitive person and suffered her whole life from many 
diseases. No specialist, even from abroad, could help her; they only could 
registrate that it was caused by physical factors and, not by psychic 
problems. We felt helpless! Because of her suffering I studied 
acupuncture, homeopathy and manual therapy, in spite of my busy practice 
as a general practitioner, because I was sure that there had to be some 
solution . The pulsors came on a right moment, when my wife suffered for 
two years from a tennis elbow; only an operation could help here. With the 
pulsors she was able to cure herself in a few days! Since we know now that 
all is energy and that all illnesses are caused by a disharmony of energy, 
the pulsors can help us to bring harmony and protect us against unbalance.

My wife, my two children and I wear pulsors; I have pulsors in our house 
and in my office. Until now I only treated my family with the pulsors, but 
since I work with the pulsors our whole life is completely changed. We 
feel more healthy, much better, we have more energy, we are not so tired 
any more as we were before.
The atmosphere in our home arid my office has changed with pulsors. My 
patients (± 3000) don’t know that pulsors are placed in my office, but they 
feel the change. They are losing their stress in my waiting room . Since 
one and a half year the behiaviour of the patients changed completely; no 
one is angry or loses his temper anymore.

I want to express my gratitude for having met you and your pulsors.

Yours Sincerely,


